
CASE STUDY

FISHING CLAW, IMPRESSION TOOL & MICRO SPEAR

Our client, a North Sea Operator, required support with a fishing operation. The fish was a lock and 
wireline retrievable safety valve which was blown out of hole and found at the hanger.

HIGH-DEFINITION IMPRESSION OF FISH DUE TO HONEYCOMB DESIGN

FISHING CLAW GENERATED 275lb OVERPULL TO RECOVER TARGET

Impression block with imprint of fish Fishing claw retrieving piece of fish Retrieved fish

The Fishing Claw was developed by our team specifically for this workscope, as an alternative to an 
Alligator Grab. The new design uses 3 claws to increase the gripping contact area with the fish and 
improve the grabbing capability. When the target hits the trigger point in the claw the jaws snap 
shut, securely grabbing the fish. As the pulling force increases the claw tightens the grip on the 
target allowing overpull to be created. In this case the target required 275lb overpull to successfully 
retrieve it, this could not have been created with a standard alligator grab.

The Micro Spear was then utilised to retrieve the main fish, our engineer selected an appropriate 
sized spear from the Micro Spear package. The spear planted a fish neck onto the target and
recovered the fish in a single run, leaving the well unobstructed.

Thanks to the honeycomb technology in our impression block, the imprint gave an accurate view of 
the fish profile which clarified that the Fishing Claw would be best equipped to catch the first target. 
The light-coloured block also allowed the offshore team to send high-quality photos of the 
impression to the client’s onshore team for analysis.  

Oilenco worked closely with the client to prepare run procedures and contingency measures for 
approval and sign off. An Oilenco engineer also went offshore to provide expert support, run our 
tools and review downhole camera footage to decide on the best operational process.

MICRO SPEAR RECOVERED TARGET IN A SINGLE RUN

Oilenco reviewed previous well data and camera footage including the findings into the design of the 
specialist fishing tools, ensuring the client received the right tool for the job. A full fishing solution 
was provided to retrieve the damaged tools, including our own Fishing Claw, range of Impression 
Tools, Micro Spear Kit and deep set Hybrid Plug package.

Downhole camera footage suggested a part of the WRSSV had broken off and was sitting ontop of the 
fish. The Impression Tool was run to take a high-definition imprint of this upper piece to provide 
more detail on the profile.


